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Finns on a Map project | Image courtesy of Teemu Saloriutta

category. A total of 24 contributors participated in the challenge
submitting a wide range of interesting maps. The jury awarded six maps
at the annual GIS Expo in Helsinki on 8 November 2016.
The winning entry Finns on a Map by Mr Topi Tjukanov represents every
inhabitant of Finland with a dot. This interactive map was created by
drawing a set of random dots within building polygons based on the
population of each postal code area, thus all postal code areas have as
many dots as there are inhabitants. The map is accessible from columbo.
navici.cloud/.
Other awarded maps visualized soil dynamics, the nature of Japan,
thunderstorm data, bus lines in Helsinki region and Finnish roads. All
awarded maps will represent Finland at the International Cartographic
Exhibition during the International Cartographic Conference in Washington D.C. in July 2017.

Teemu Saloriutta | Finnish Cartographic Society | Finland 

IMY in Switzerland
The Swiss Society of Cartography (SSC), founded in 1969,
brings together a wide community of map producers, map
users, map researchers, map historians, map collectors and
map enthusiasts, who simply love maps as means of
communication and cannot live without them. Switzerland is a country of
maps and almost everyone calls the National Map – the Swiss national
topographic map – one’s own and uses it for outdoor activities, such as
hiking, climbing, ski mountaineering or cycling.
It was beyond question whether the SSC would participate in the
International Map Year (IMY) when we first received the news from the
ICA. As early as in 2014, the Society nominated SSC’s long-time secretary
Stefan Räber as a contact person, who would coordinate all activities
throughout IMY 2015-2016. Already from the beginning, it was clear that
the SSC, which is purely based on the voluntary commitment of its
members, could not organize a wide range of events on its own. The idea
was rather to create a national (IMY) umbrella, under which SSC’s
institutional members would organize and host events and activities that
match their interests and capabilities. This concept proved very successful.

From August 2015 until December 2016, the SSC and our institutional
members, amongst them swisstopo, Esri Switzerland, ETH Zurich,
Zentralbibliothek Zurich, Fachhochschule Nordwestschweiz, Gletschergarten Lucerne and others, organized a total of 22 map events around
Switzerland and prepared several publications, which promoted cartography and cartographic products at its best. The Society organized two
symposia at the beginning and at the end of the International Map Year,
one of which was also promoted as the National Map Day (29 October
2016). More than 200 participants came to these events. During 2015, the
Society’s biennial cartographic awards Prix Carto were presented. For the
first time, and especially for the IMY, a new student category was
introduced and three out of the five prizes were awarded to young cartographers, who have just started their career in the field. The well received
award ceremony took place at the IMY symposium in October 2015.
The IMY Map Blog organized throughout the year by the SSC and the
Zentralbibliothek Zurich attracted a lot of attention amongst the public.
Every week of the IMY 2015-2016 – 70 in total – a Swiss map from various
map collections, or recently produced by one of our members, was
featured on a dedicated website as the Map of the Week, accompanied by
a short but enthralling explanation. The Map Blog will later be published
as a printed book. However, probably the most successful event organized
during the International Map Year was
The IMY wine launched by SSC
the GeoBeer event. It was hosted by
the ETH Zurich and attracted more
than 150 attendees participating in
numerous cartographic activities and
presentations (kartografie.ch/
veranstaltungen/archiv-veranstaltungen/2016_geobeer/). The SSC
organized a team for of the biggest
running event in Switzerland. The Map
Year Runners, a team of 14 cartographers, run a total of 116 km in and
around Zurich.
Finally, to complete the IMY
‘properly’ and celebrate our genuine
love for maps, the SSC has launched
an IMY wine(!) at the Swiss National
Map Day in October 2016. This
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An IMY symposium on 3D Cartography in Muttenz, organized by the Swiss Society of Cartography in November 2015 | Photography Thomas Maag

fine red wine from the Mont Vully region is strictly limited to 50 numbered
bottles and will surely find its place amongst map and wine lovers. The
IMY festivities in Switzerland, which were surely a huge success, come to
an end with one last event in the heart of Zurich – a Map Stand at one of
the biggest Christmas markets nationwide. Over 70 different cartographic
products were on display, available for purchase or simply given away, all
under the banner of WE LOVE MAPS. There can’t be a better place to
meet thousands of people in a cosy atmosphere and promote the cause of
cartography! See our website for a list of all IMY activities in Switzerland
and the Map Blog – www.cartography.ch/imy/.

Thomas Schulz | Swiss Society of Cartography | Switzerland 

United Arab Emirates Celebrates IMY
United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) supports and contributes to
celebrating International Map Year 2015-2016 in United Arab Emirates.
Here are the events and contributions undertaken in the last few months:

NACIS 2016 – Dr Naeema Alhosani, National Coordinator for IMY in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), participated in the annual meeting of the
North American Cartographic Information Society in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, USA, 19-22 October 2016. The meeting celebrated IMY 20152016 and Dr Alhosani took an opportunity to distribute several IMY gifts to
the attendees.
International Map Year Workshop – on 20 November 2016, a group of
students organized the IMY Workshop at the UAEU hostel. The event
provided information about the history of cartography, types of maps and
map applications. In addition, students distributed the IMY 2015-2016 flyer
to the Workshop participants together with some snacks and gifts .
Make Map Art Workshop – on 21 November 2016, Dr Alhosani delivered a
workshop entitled Make Map Art to UAEU students. Workshop participants enjoyed the workshop and benefited from the program by designing a map!

Naeema Alhosani | National Coordinator for International Map Year | United Arab
Emirates 

(from left) NACIS 2016 attendee enjoys an IMY gift; various IMY gifts available to NACIS 2016 delegates; participants of the IMY Workshop; examples of maps and artworks
created at the Make Map Art Workshop held at the United Arab Emirates University | Photographs courtesy of Naeema Alhosani
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